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up response of the pendulum starting at nearly the vertically downward
position, with the remaining initial conditions zero. Notice that the re-
sponse is very fast without any initial swinging of the pendulum.

The following remarks are in order.

• It is clear from the simulations that the stabilization mechanism
of our controller consists of spinning-up the disk inertia to lift
the pendulum, which might impose some unrealistic values to
the disk speed. This should be contrasted with the alternative
method of [9]—also studied in [1], [3]—where the energy is first
pumped-up through a balancing motion before lifting the pen-
dulum. Two drawbacks of the latter approach are the slow con-
vergence and the need to switch the controller close to the upward
position. From the theoretical viewpoint both methods also differ,
our controller (as well as the one reported in [8]) stabilizes the
equilibrium point, while the energy-pumping methods stabilizes
the homoclinic orbit, hence the need for the switching.

• Although we have solved the stabilization problem of the system
(10) with any prescribed saturation of the control, when we come
back to the original disk inertia pendulum (9), we have to add
sin(x1) to the above control. So the above procedure does not
give an answer to the problem where the maximal torque that
the motor can deliver is smaller than the maximal gravity torque.
Simulations and experiments have shown that stability cannot be
guaranteed if we impose this saturation limit.
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Per-Queue Stability Analysis of a Random Access System

Rocky K. C. Chang and Sum Lam

Abstract—In this note, we have extended previous studies of the system
stability of buffered ALOHA systems to study an individual queue’s sta-
bility, i.e., per-queue stability. The main result obtained in this work is a
necessary and sufficient per-queue stability condition, which can be com-
puted analytically only for several cases. For other noncomputable cases,
we have evaluated several inner and outer bounds. They are generally quite
tight for not-so-asymmetric systems.

Index Terms—ALOHA, multiaccess systems, per-queue stability, queue
stability ordering, system stability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Stability analyses of single-resource–multiple-queue systems, such
as random access protocols, polling schemes, and token-passing
rings, have been studied quite extensively in the past. By stability,
we mean that the queue length process of a queue with unlimited
buffer space possesses a limiting distribution. Almost all previous
studies in this area, however, concern stability of the whole system
(system stability). Study of an individual queue’s stability (per-queue
stability), on the other hand, has hardly received any attention. The
per-queue stability problem is more general than the system stability
problem, because some queues may remain stable in an unstable
system. Therefore, system stability, being a special case of per-queue
stability, is inadequate to address the entire stability region of an
individual queue. In this note, we consider per-queue stability of
a buffered ALOHA system. Our goal is to obtain a necessary and
sufficient per-queue stability condition as well as other related results.

So far, only system stability has been studied for the buffered
ALOHA system. Computable system stability conditions are well
known for two-queue systems and symmetric systems (e.g., see
[1], [2]). Szpankowski employed Loynes’ theorem and an induction
approach to obtain necessary and sufficient system stability con-
ditions for more than two queues, but the conditions are generally
noncomputable [2]. Rao and Ephremides, on the other hand, obtained
lower bounds for the system stability region using a simple concept of
dominance [1]. Luo and Ephremides revisited the same problem and
obtained a tighter bound [3]. Their main approach was based on an
instability rankthat helped construct appropriate dominant systems to
obtain sufficient conditions. An instability rank, or a stability order,
specifies the sequence of queues to become unstable when the system
traffic increases according to a certain pattern.

Unlike previous work, our focus in this note is on per-queue stability.
Besides describing the system, we present, in Section II, two prelimi-
nary results that are essential to obtaining a stability condition, say, for
a target queueqt. We first obtain in Lemma 1qt’s necessary and suf-
ficient stability condition for a path with aknownstability order. We
then use this result to obtain a criterion for comparing stabilities of any
two queues in the system, and the criterion is essentially the same as
the one obtained recently by Luo and Ephremides [3]. By combining
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the results in Section II, we present, in Section III,qt’s entire stability
region. However, only part of the region can be computed analytically.
Therefore, we also evaluate several bounds for the noncomputable re-
gion. Our conclusions to this note can be found in Section IV.

II. PER-QUEUE STABILITY AND STABILITY ORDERING

We refer the formal definition of per-queue stability, Loynes’ the-
orem, and the stationary and ergodic requirements for using Loynes’
theorem to [2]–[4].

The ALOHA system considered here is the same as that in [2] and
[3]. The system consists of a set ofn queues. Denote the set asQ, and
theith member asqi, i = 1; . . . ; n. Each queue has infinite buffers to
store incoming packets. The packet arrival processes are general, but
they must be stationary and ergodic. Forqi, �i is the packet arrival rate
to the queue, andpi is the transmission probability when the queue is
not empty. In order to ensure a nonempty stability region, we limit the
number of queues that employp = 1 to at most one. Otherwise, none of
the queues will be stable, regardless of their arrival rates. LetNk

i beqi ’s
queue length at the beginning of slotk � 1 and�k

Q = (Nk
1 ; . . . ; N

k
n).

It is well known thatf�k
Qg
1

k=1 is an irreducible and aperiodic Markov
chain [5]. As a result, the system is stable if and only if the Markov
chain is positive recurrent.

Before presenting the two main results in this section, we define sev-
eral quantities and terminologies that will be used throughout this note.
Consider a linear increase in the system traffic, or simply apath, ac-
cording to a given vectorr = (r1; . . . ; rn); ri � 0. Each operating
point on that path can therefore be uniquely defined by an�r � 0,
such that the point is given byr�r, i.e.,�i = ri�

r; i = 1; . . . ; n. For
a given pathr, we defineqi ’s critical value, denoted by�ri � 0, such
thatqi is unstable if�r > �ri , andqi is stable if�r < �ri (we do not
consider stability at the boundary). We call the pointr�ri qi ’s critical
point on r. Clearly, the set ofqi ’s critical points on all possible paths
constitutes the boundary surface ofqi ’s stability region, and the thick-
ness of this surface is 0. For any two queuesqi; qj 2 Q, qi is said to
beat least as stable asqj on r, denoted byqj � qi, when�rj � �ri .

That is, eitherqj becomes unstable first�rj < �ri or both queues be-

come unstable simultaneously�rj = �ri . The former is denoted by
qj � qi, and the latter byqj = qi. It is easy to see that the� relation
is a partial order as well as a total order onQ.

A stability order for a given path can be generally defined byq1 �
� � � � qn. Of course,� may be replaced by� or = for some paths.
For a given path, it is also helpful to defineL(t) andM(t) as a set of
queues that are no more stable thanqt, and a set of queues that are more
stable thanqt, respectively. More precisely,L(t) = fqk 2 Q j qk 6=
qt andqk � qtg andM(t) = Q � L(t) � fqtg. Therefore,qt is
a most stable queue(MSQ) if M(t) = ;. Similarly, qt is a second
most stable queue(SMSQ) if the queues inM(t) are as stable as each
other. Moreover,qt is a least stable queue(LSQ) if L(t) = ; or if
qt = qk; 8 qk 2 L(t). Lastly, we use the termpartition to refer to a set
of paths that share certain common queue stability ordering properties.

A. Per-Queue Stability Condition With a Known Stability Order

In Lemma 1, we presentqt’s stability condition for a partition in
which the paths share the sameM(t). We denote this partition by
PM(t). Moreover, we exclude the paths that�t = 0, becauseqt is
always stable on these paths, i.e.,�rt = 1. From (1),�rt is actually
qt’s success transmission probability in a dominant system, given that
the queues inM(t) are stable. In this dominant system, the queues in
M(t) are identical to those in the original system, butqt and the queues
in L(t), which are often referred to aspersistent queues, will generate
dummy packets whenever they are empty. We denote this dominant

system bySd(M(t)), and the queue length process inSd(M(t)) by

�
k;d

Q (M(t))
1

k=1
, which is still an irreducible and aperiodic Markov

chain. The set-up of this dominant system is similar to that in [3], ex-
cept for one subtle but important difference. That is, we differentiate
the case ofqi = qt � qj from the case ofqi � qt � qj in set-
ting up our dominant systems forqt, simply because the twoM(t)s
are different. Luo and Ephremides, on the other hand, did not differ-
entiate them, and we will come back to this point when we discuss
bounds in Section III. The equation for solving�rt is generally non-

linear (due to�p
r;�

M(t)); therefore, it cannot be solved analytically ex-
cept for several special cases, which will be discussed in Section III,
and bounds that are needed for others. Using Lemma 1 and other argu-
ments, we then show in Lemmas 2–3 thatqi � (�)qj , if and only if
�i=(pi=1� pi) � (�)�j=(pj=1� pj).

Lemma 1: Given anM(t), qt’s necessary and sufficient stability
condition for a pathr 2 PM(t), with possible exceptions of the bound-
aries, is given by

�r < �rt ; where�rt =
pt
rt

�p
r;�

M(t)

q 2L(t)

(1� pk) (1)

and �p
r;�

M(t) is the probability that the queues inM(t) do not transmit

in Sd(M(t)) at the operating pointr�rt .
Proof: Given anM(t), we consider a pathr 2 PM(t). The

queues inM(t) are assumed to be stable. Otherwise,qt and the queues
in L(t) would become unstable. By applying Loynes’ theorem toqt
in Sd(M(t)), qt’s necessary and sufficient stability condition in this
dominant system is given by (1), with the possible exceptions of the
boundaries [2], [4].

Next, we show thatqt’s stability condition in the original system is
also given by (1); that is,qt’s stability behavior remains the same in
both systems. First, it is straightforward to show from their dominance
relationship thatqt’s stability inSd(M(t)) implies its stability in the
original systemS . This can be done by showing thatqt ’s queue length
in Sd(M(t)) is no less than that inS for k � 1 when given iden-
tical initial system states. Second, we need to show thatqt’s instability
in Sd(M(t)) implies its instability inS . By setting�r > �rt , qt is
unstable inSd(M(t)). Because of the stability order, the queues in
L(t) are unstable inSd(M(t)) as well; that is,limk!1Nk;d

i = 1
for qi 2 Lo [ fqtg, whereNk;d

i is qi ’s queue length inSd(M(t))
at the beginning of thekth slot. Then, we apply a theorem from [6] to
�

k;d

Q (M(t))
1

k=1
:

Consider the Markov chain�k;d

Q (M(t))
1

k=1
. Assume that

limk!1Nk;d
i = 1 for eachqi 2 L(t) [ fqtg if the process

starts from any state. Then,PrfNk;d
i > 1; k � 1, for eachqi 2

L(t)[fqtgg > 0 if the system starts atk = 1 with the queues in
L(t) [ fqtg being nonempty.
From the above, we conclude that there is a set of sample paths of

positive probability for whichqt and the queues inL(t) are indistin-
guishable inS andSd(M(t)). In other words, they are also unstable in
the original system. As a result,qt’s instability inSd(M(t)) implies
its instability inS .

Before leaving this section, we should also point out the following.
If we consider a dominant system in which the set of persistent queues
also includes some queues inM(t), thenqt ’s stability condition ob-
tained from this dominant system is only sufficient, but not necessary,
for qt to be stable in the original system. This is becauseqt’s insta-
bility in the dominant system is caused by the instability of a more
stable queue. On the other hand, if the set of persistent queues does not
includeqt and possibly other queues inL(t), thenqt’s stability con-
dition obtained from this dominant system is only necessary, but not
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sufficient, for qt to be stable in the original system. The sufficiency
cannot be established, becauseqt can still increase its arrival rate in the
original system while staying in the stable condition.

B. Determining Queue Stability Order

In the following, we use the per-queue stability results obtained in
Lemma 1 and other arguments to directly show that stabilities of any
two queues can be compared solely based on their�=(p=1� p)s. Using
the concept of critical points, the proof for Lemma 2 significantly im-
proves the proof for a similar result in our earlier work on polling
models [7]. Although this result is essentially the same as the one ob-
tained by Luo and Ephremides, there are a couple of differences. First,
we directly show that�=(p=1� p) is both necessary and sufficient to
determine the stability order, instead of only the sufficiency shown in
[3] (with additional arguments, the necessity can also be established).
Second, we explicitly consider the as-stable-as case which was not con-
sidered as a separate case in [3] (this can also be done by combining
the cases of� and�, and by employing additional arguments).

Lemma 2: In the ALOHA system,qi = qj for any path for which
ri=(pi=1� pi) = rj=(pj=1� pj) holds.

Proof: Whenri = rj = 0 for some paths,qi = qj because
�ri = �rj = 1. When eitherri = 0 or rj = 0, we also know that the
queue with a zero arrival rate is more stable than the other. Therefore,
Lemma 2 holds also for this case. In the rest of this proof, we thus
assumeri; rj > 0. Denote the path thatqi = qj by ~r = (~r1; . . . ; ~rn).
In the following, we first prove that there exists at least an~r, and then
show that~ri=(pi=1� pi) = ~rj=(pj=1� pj) must hold for such an~r.

We first assume that~r does not exist; that is, the stability boundary
surfaces ofqi andqj do not intersect. Because the boundary surfaces
are continuous, this assumption implies that either�rj > �ri or �ri >

�rj holds for all possible paths. In other words, one queue isalways
more stable than the other. This conclusion is obviously not true for
the ALOHA system withri; rj > 0, thus contradicting the assumption
that~r does not exist.

Now we consider an~r. Becauseqi = qj on ~r, their critical points
must coincide on~r

pi(1� pj)

~ri
�p
~r;�

M(i)

q 2L(i)�fq g

(1� pk)

=
pj(1� pi)

~rj
�p
~r;�

M(j)

q 2L(j)�fq g

(1� pk): (2)

Moreover, on this pathM(i) = M(j), andL(i) � fqjg = L(j) �

fqig. With the above and�~ri = �~rj , �p
~r;�

M(i) = �p
~r;�

M(j) for this path.
As a result, (2) is simplified to~ri=(pi=1� pi) = ~rj=(pj=1� pj). By
noting that this result does not depend on the values of the constant
arrival rates for other queues, we conclude that this result is valid for
any path in the parameter space.

Corollary 1: All queues are as stable as each other for the path
r1=(p1=1� p1) = � � � = rn=(pn=1� pn).

Proof: By applying Lemma 2 and the partial ordering properties
of the� relation.

Lemma 3: qj � (�)qi for any paths that satisfy
rj=(pj=1� pj) > (<)ri=(pi=1� pi).

Proof: We again assumeri; rj > 0. Moreover, we consider
only the case ofqj � qi; the other case can be similarly proved. We
consider a partition, in which the paths satisfyrj=(pj=1� pj) >
ri=(pi=1� pi). First, we can always find a path in this partition that
givesqj � qi by settingri to a sufficiently small value. Second, we
claim that eitherqj � qi or qi � qj holds for all the paths in this
partition. If this is not the case, the two stability boundaries should
have at least one intersection. This then implies that there is at least an

~r in this partition, but we know from Lemma 2 that this conclusion is
invalid. As a result,qj � qi for all paths in this partition.

Although qt with a zero arrival rate is technically considered an
MSQ, we will not consider this case further. Instead, in the rest of this
note, we define an MSQ as one that has a nonzero arrival rate. More-
over, we will treat an ALOHA system with some zero arrival rates as
one of a lower dimension.

III. STABILITY CONDITIONS AND BOUNDS

By combining the results obtained in Section II, in Theorem 1 we
obtain the entire stability region for any queue in the system. However,
the stability region can be computed only for several cases, as given in
Corollary 2. For other cases, we obtain, in Corollary 3, separate suffi-
cient and necessary conditions.

A. Stability Conditions and Simple Bounds

Theorem 1: qt’s entire stability region is given by

all possibleM(t)s

PM(t) j �r < �rt ; where�rt

=
pt
rt

�p
r;�

M(t)

q 2L(t)

(1� pk); 8 r 2 PM(t)

whereM(t) 6= ; andPM(t) can be obtained from Lemmas 2–3.
Proof: By combining Lemmas 1–3.

Corollary 2:

i) In a symmetric ALOHA system for whichpi = p and�i =
�; 8 i, any queue in the system is stable if and only if

� < p(1� p)n�1: (3)

ii) If qt is an MSQ in a certain partition, then it is stable for any
pathr in the partition if and only if

�r <
pt
rt

q 2Q�fq g

(1� pk): (4)

iii) If qm is the only MSQ, andqt is an SMSQ in a certain partition,
thenqt is stable for any pathr in the partition if and only if

�r <
q 2Q�fq ;q g(1� pk)

r

p
+ r

1�p

: (5)

Proof: For case i), because all queues are as stable as each other,

M(t) = ; for anyqt and any path. As a result,�p
r;�

M(t) = 1, and (1)
becomes (3).

For case ii),�p
r;�

M(t) = 1 for any path in the partition becauseM(t) =

;; as a result, (1) is reduced to (4).
For case iii),qm’s nonempty probability atqt’s critical point in

Sd(fqmg) is given by(�rt rm)=pm q 2Q�fq g(1� pk). Hence, for
any pathr in the partition,

�p
r;�

M(t) = 1�
�rt rm

pm q 6=q (1� pk)

+(1� pm)
�rt rm

pm q 6=q (1� pk)
:

That is,qm is either empty or not transmitting when it is not empty.

After substituting the expression of�p
r;�

M(t) into (1) as well as some
manipulations, we arrive at (5).

Corollary 3:

i) If qm is the only MSQ andqt is not an SMSQ in a certain parti-
tion, thenqt is stable for any pathr in the partition if (5) holds.
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ii) If qt is stable in a certain partition characterized by a givenM(t),
then (6) holds for any pathr in the partition

�r <
q 2L(t)(1� pk)

r

p
+ 1

1�p q 2M(t) rk
: (6)

Proof: For case i), as discussed at the end of Section II-A, a suf-
ficient stability condition can be obtained from a dominant system in
which its set of persistent queues is a superset offqtg [ L(t). The
smallest of such a superset, for which exact stability conditions can be
obtained, is given byQ� fqmg, whereqm is the only MSQ. As a re-
sult, (5) is a sufficient stability condition for this case.

For case ii), by substituting an upper bound of�p
r;�

M(t) for any r 2

PM(t) that is adapted from [3]

�p
r;�

M(t) < 1� �rt
q 2M(t) rk

q 2L(t)[fq g(1� pk)

into (1), we arrive at (6).
By combining cases ii) and iii) in Corollary 2, we can obtain exact

per-queue stability conditions for all queues for the following cases: (1)
two-queue systems, (2)n-queue systems withq1 = q2 = � � � = qn,
and (3)n-queue systems withq1 = � � � = qn�1 � qn. Moreover,
for other cases, we can always obtain stability conditions for MSQs
and for SMSQs in some cases. As for the bounds, both the sufficient
and necessary conditions are expected to be tight if the queue under
consideration is closer to the SMSQ. The necessary condition is also
sufficient whenqt is an MSQ, i.e., case (ii) of Corollary 2, or whenqt
is an SMSQ and there is only one MSQ, i.e., case iii) of Corollary 2.

Lastly, in this section, we present, in Corollary 4, a system stability
condition for a path, which, according to the stability order, is equiva-
lent to an LSQ’s stability condition. Separate sufficient and necessary
system stability conditions can also be obtained by applying (5) to an
LSQ and (6) to an LSQ, respectively.

Corollary 4: On a pathr, for whichQLSQ � Q is a set of LSQs, the
ALOHA system is stable, with possible exceptions of the boundaries,
if and only if (7) is satisfied by aqi 2 QLSQ.

�r < �ri ; where�ri =
pi
ri
�p
r;�

Q�Q

q 2Q �fq g

(1� pk): (7)

The entire system stability region is given by

all possibleQ s

PQ�Q j (7) holds for aqi

2 QLSQ; 8 r 2 PQ�Q (8)

whereQLSQ 6= ;.
Proof: By applying Theorem 1 to an LSQ, we obtain (7). For

the second part, we divide the set of all possible paths into partitions,
each of which is characterized by a uniqueQLSQ. The entire system
stability region is, therefore, a union of the stability regions of LSQs in
those partitions, which is given by (8).

B. A Tighter Sufficient Condition and Numerical Results

To obtain a tighter sufficient per-queue stability condition, we
borrow from [3] a lower bound for a nontransmission probability and

adapt it for �p
r;�

M(t). In [3], Luo and Ephremides considered a given
stability order in the form ofq1 � � � � � qn, and skillfully obtained a
sufficient stability condition for each queue from a dominant system.
When applying their result to our per-queue stability condition, we
have made two modifications. The first one is to distinguish the
as-stable-as case from the less-stable-than case, because per-queue
stability conditions are different for these two cases. The second is

TABLE I
NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR ATHREE-QUEUE ALOHA SYSTEM

to apply the result to a path originating from the origin; that is, the
queues’ arrival rates increase at the same time on this path instead
of only one queue’s arrival rate increasing. Our approach facilitates
the construction of the entire stability region. After making the
modifications, we have for a pathr

�rt ��
r

t ; where�
r

t

=
q 2L(t)(1� pk)

r

p
+ 1

2 q 2M(t)

p

� r q 2L(t)(1� pk) +
1

1�p
rj

:

(9)

Therefore,�t < �
r

t ensuresqt’s stability on pathr. We further note that
(9) gives exact per-queue stability results for the three cases considered
in Corollary 2. Moreover, if multiple queues are as stable as each other,
their values of�

r

t are the same.
In Tables I and II, we present numerical results to evaluate the bounds

for per-queue stability conditions: (5) and (9) for a sufficient condition,
(6) for a necessary condition, and (6)+ for an improved necessary con-
dition, which will be explained later. Note that (5) can be applied only
when there is only one MSQ on a path; therefore, bounds from (5) are
missing from some cases in the tables. On the other hand, the results
indicated by� are exact. The numerical results can be summarized as
follows.

• Sufficient conditions computed by (9) are generally tighter than
those from (5), except forq6 in case 3 of Table II.

• By comparing case 3 and case 4 in Table I, sufficient conditions
computed by (5) become loose when queues are more asymmetric
or when the differences in�(1� p)=p increase. Similar results
are also observed in Table II by comparing cases 3 and 4. In the
less asymmetric case (case 3), (5) and (9) yield very similar re-
sults.

• Necessary conditions computed by (6) are tighter for more stable
queues. For example, in case 5 of Table I,q3 ’s necessary stability
boundary even lies outsideq2 ’s stability boundary. A simple way
of improving the bound’s performance is to find the most inner
bound by taking into consideration necessary conditions of the
more stable queues. In this example,q3’s necessary condition is
therefore given by�r < 0:08. Using this approach, the necessary
conditions for the cases in Table II can also be improved signifi-
cantly. They are labeled(6+).
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TABLE II
NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR ASIX-QUEUE ALOHA SYSTEM

IV. CONCLUSION

We have obtained an exact per-queue stability condition for any
queue on a given path. The stability boundaries for several cases,
including two-queue systems, symmetric systems, and some special
paths, are linear. Therefore, exact analytical conditions can be obtained
for them. For other cases, the boundaries are nonlinear and cannot be
obtained analytically. Therefore, we have also evaluated several inner
and outer bounds. They are generally quite tight for not-so-asymmetric
systems. Future work in this area includes designing tighter bounds by
exploiting geometric properties of the stability region.
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